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BRIEF SUMMARY OF PARKINSON’S DISEASE
Parkinson’s disease
The other names of this disease are “Primary parkinsonism, paralysis agitans, idiopathic
parkinsonism, shaking palsy” and in ayurveda it is referred to as Kampavata as Kampa means
tremor in Sanskrit.
Definition
The Parkinson’s disease is a long term progressive type of neurodegenerative disorder of the central
nervous system that mainly affects the motor system
The Epidemiology of the parkinson’s disease is among 1,00,000 population about 4.5 to 21 cases
are estimated per year
 Nearly 1 million will be living with parkinson’s disease in US by 2020
 In India there is a crude type of prevalence rate of 14.1 rate in 1,00,000 among the kashmir
population in North India
 It is increasing by the advance age present in 1% of the people with age over 65 years
 Early onset PD will be starting at age range of 40 years and it is of 3 to 5 % cases and
juvenile occurring before age 21 years and young onset of age 21-40 years
 More than 10 million worldwide are living with PD
 Men are 1.5 times more likely to have Parkinson’s disease than women.
Etiology
There are genetical and environmental types of causes but mostly cause will be loss of dopaminergic
neurons of substantia pars nigra, presence of lewy bodies , autoimmune factors etc.,
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Risk factors for parkinson’s disease
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The risk factors for parkinson’s disease are
1. Age
2. Sex
3. Heredity
4. Exposure to chemicals and toxic metals like herbicides , fungicides , agent orange , mercury ,
bismuth , lead , aluminium , iron , copper etc.,
5. History of head trauma and smoking
6. Drugs or medication like synthetic heroin etc.,
The Diagnosis is based upon the view of signs and symptoms , medical history , physical examination
, neurologic examination , blood and other lab tests , MRI , PET scan , ultrasound of brain and in most
cases a SPECTscan i.e., single photon emission computerized tomography scan called as dopamine
transporter scan [ Dat scan ] is done but mostly the physical examination , neurological examination
and signs and symptoms will tell the proper diagnosis rather if the scans are suggested
TREATMENTS USED IN PARKINSON’S DISEASE
The goals of PD treatment are to minimize symptoms, disability and side effects while maintaining the
quality of life
Education of patients and caregivers, exercise and proper nutrition are essential

The above diagram is the algorithm for management of early to advanced PD and their doses are
given below at Fig no 2
 Anticholinergic drugs can improve tremor and sometimes dystonic [ involuntary muscle
movements ] features , improve bradykinesia or other disabilities and patients with pre
existing cognitive deficits and elders are at a greater risk for central anti cholinergic side
effects
 Amantadine provides most benefits for tremor,rigidity,bradykinesia and mostly used for LDopa induced dyskinesia and it’s doses should be reduced in renal dysfunction patients
with creatinine clearances and for haemodialysis patients i.e., [100 mg/day with
creatinine clearance of 30-50 ml/min (0.50-0.84 ml/s) , 100 mg every other day for
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creatinine clearances of 15-29 ml/min (0.25-0.49 ml/s) and 200 mg every 7 days for
creatinine clearance less than 15 ml/min (0.25 ml/s) ] and Livedoreticularis [a diffuse
mottling of skin in upper or lower extremities ] is a common but reversible side effect




Levodopa or L-Dopa with carbidopa combination and in CNS and peripherally this L-Dopa is
converted by L-amino acid decarboxylase [ L-AAD] to dopamine
In periphery the carbidopa or benserazide can block L-AAD thus increasing CNS penetration of
administered
L-Dopa
and
decreasingdopamine
adverse
effects
like
nausea,
cardiacarrhythmias,postural hypotension and vivid dreams and elimination ½ life of levodopa is
about 1 hour and adding of carbidopa or benserazide can extend ½ life of 1.5 hours and
adding of COMT inhibitor can extend it to 2 to 2.5 hours.
There are some responses like
1. End of dose wearing off is related to increasing loss of neuronal dopamine storage
capability and short ½ life of L-Dopa
2. Delayed on or no on can result from delayed gastric emptying or decreased absorption in
duodenum
3. Dyskinesias– involuntary choreiform movements usually involving neck , trunk and
extremities
4. Freezing – Episodic inhibition of lower extremity motor function
5. Off period dystonia – Muscle contractions most commonly in distal lower extremities like
feet or toes occurs often in early morning
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MAO-B inhibitors i.e., Monoamine oxidase Binhiblike selegiline blocks dopamine
breakdown and can extend on time of L-Dopa up to 1 hour and it often permits reduction of LDopa dose by as much as 1 half and combining MAO-B inhib with meperidine& opioid
analgesics is contraindicated because of a small risk of serotonin syndrome
COMT inhib i.e., Catechol-O-Methyltransferase inhibitors are used in conjunction with
carbidopa / levodopa to prevent peripheral conversion of L-Dopa to dopamine and tolcapone
use – limited potential for fatal liver toxicity and monitor LFT’s and brownish orange urine
colouration occur and entacapone has shorter ½ life
The dopamine agonists like ergot derivatives – bromocriptine and non ergots
likepramipexole,rotigotine and ropinirole are beneficial adjuncts in patients experiencing
fluctuation in response to L-Dopa and they decrease frequency of off periods and provide an
L-Dopa sparing effect and one of the drug like apomorphine iscontraindicated with
serotonin 3 receptor blockers like ondansetron

The below figures are the side effects of the drugs and some of the non motor symptoms and their
possible treatments
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Educate the patients and caregivers about recording medication doses & administration times and
duration of on & off periods
Monitor symptoms, side effects and activities of daily living and individualize therapy and other
medications that may worsen motor symptoms,memory,falls or behavioural symptoms should be
discontinued if possible
NEW/RECENT TRENDS/ADVANCES INTRODUCED TO THIS DISEASE
The recent type of trends that which are introduced in PD are like
 In August 2019, FDA has approved a drug i.e., Istradefylline of Nourianz brand for parkinson’s
off time when the symptoms return between medication doses
 This Istradefylline belongs to adenosine A2A antagonists which work by blocking adenosine
chemical and boosts the dopamine i.e., brain chemical that decreases in PD and this
Istradefylline is OD type of drug that can be added to a medication regimen consisting of
levodopa/ carbidopa to decrease “off time.” Common side effects may include dyskinesia
(abnormal, involuntary movement), dizziness, constipation and other symptoms like insomnia,
hallucinations etc.,
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The other recently approved type of drugs are
1. INBRIJA [Levodopa oral inhalation powder ] – 21/12/2018 approved by FDA& it is indicated
for the intermittent treatment of off episodes in patients with Parkinson’s disease treated with
carbidopa/levodopa and it is contraindicated with thepatients currently taking a
nonselectiveMAOinhibitor or who have recently (within 2 weeks)taken a nonselective MAO
inhibitor and it’s mechanism of action will be as a the metabolic precursor of dopamine,
crosses the blood-brain barrier and after it is converted to dopamine in the brain.
2. Xadago [ Safinamide ] is another drug from Newron Pharmaceuticals approved byFDA [ US
Food and drug administration ]& it is a MAO-B type of inhibitor & indicated for adjunctive
treatment to levodopa/carbidopa in patients with PDexperiencing “off” episodesand it’s dose is
50 mg OD oral and it can be increased upto 100 mg and it’s particular mechanism is not
known but as it is a MAO-B inhibitor it inhibits MAO-B activity byblocking the catabolism of
dopamine, as a result to increase in dopamine levels andsubsequent increase in
dopaminergic activity in the brain. It is contraindicated with other MAO
inhibitors,opioiddrugs,dextromethomorphan and a history of hypersensitivity etc.,
3. In 2019 the CDER [ Center for drug evaluation and research – Division of FDA ] has approved
a drug i.e., FluorodopaF 18injection, a radioactive diagnostic agentfor use in positron
emission tomography [PET] studies to help diagnoseadult patients with suspected
Parkinsonian syndromes,a group of disorders, that includes Parkinson’s diseasethat may
occur when there is a reduction in the ability ofdopamine, an essential chemical in the body
that works inthe brain, to function normally.
The other kinds of treatments that are recently and in few years are like use of electrical
neuromodulation in Parkinson’s disease and techniques of electrical neuromodulation are“
Deep brain stimulation , transcranial direct current stimulation , transcranial alternating current
stimulation, direct cortical stimulation.
DEEP BRAIN STIMULATION remains the most common and effective form of electrical stimulation
for the treatment of PD.
 It is one of the most prevalent type of neurosurgical procedure for PD providing effective relief
for some motor & non motor symptoms
 It is a good type of technique and it’s successful chances are also good but it’s limitation is
invasive
 DBS involves the surgical implantation of electrodes that stimulate subcortical structures
including the subthalamic nucleus and globuspallidusinternus
 It offers significant improvements in motor symptoms and fluctuations in comparison to best
medical therapy in some advanced PD patients
 Exact mechanism of action of DBS is not known and now it is believed as DBS efficacy is
rooted in a reversible information lesionthat disrupts the expression of pathological neural
activityacross the motor circuit.
TRANSCRANIAL DIRECT CURRENT STIMULATION is non-invasive treatment & is a new type of
treatment option for PD and neurological diseases
 It is easy to handle , low cost and fewer side effects and good changes or adherence is seen
in the patients by this treatment
 The evidence suggests that transcranial direct current stimulation (tDCS) is a good evidence
for clinical practice&most likely impacts on motor symptoms of the disease, withmost
prominent results relating to rehabilitation
 It’s use is applied in supplemental motor areas together with a gait training can facilitate motor
learning and modulate neurons for better potentiation of exercises together with patients with
walking difficulties due to PD
 Utility is limited due to its weak effects and high variability, with medication state.
DIRECT CORTICAL STIMULATION of the motor cortex in the treatment of PD has been trialled with
varying success over the years

Stimulation can be subdural, but minimally invasive epidural methods seem to be preferred
due to reduced surgical risks

Efficacy has been variable, but is generally considered less efficacious than DBS
 This is potentially due to the dependency between stimulation site (cortical or sub-cortical)
and behavioural effects, and confounded by limits on stimulation intensity in order to prevent
seizure onset.
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Stimulation efficacy could be improved by determining the optimum stimulation site according
to patient specific brain connectivity in order to reveal the “sweet spot” for modulating
downstream nuclei in the motor circuit.

TRANSCRANIAL ALTERNATING CURRENT STIMULATION application in parkinson’s
symptomology has remained experimental and these treatments will be including electrodes
producing the electric impulses and all these treatments provide actions like neurotransmitter
concentration changes and both Tcs types & DBS will have complete field shaping by possible
developments in hardware
 In this electrical neuromodulation techniques to achieve a effective neuromodulation– All
forms have been associated with neuroplastic effects and pharmacological dependencies,
and an emerging recognition that underlying brain state is an important and some times these
factors may overlap also
 The Pharmacological impact of stimulation, either by director indirect methods, will affect the
efficacy of subsequentperiods of stimulation.
The below diagram is “PUTATIVE DISEASE MODIFYING THERAPIES FOR PD ”

The other kind of treatments that are involved and are in clinical trials stage or going on are
 Immunotherapies
A humanised monoclonal antibody prasinezumab or PRX002, Prothena brand has been shown
to reduce free serum alpha synuclein at approximaately 97 percent and cleared phase 1 clinical
trials and trial 2 is under way and other antibody or drugs like BIIB054 [Biogen] target n terminal
st
nd
portion of alpha synuclein and it’s 1 trial is good and it is undergoing 2 trial and other
approaches like antisense oligonucleotide and rnainterference techniques to reduce its
synthesis but they remained in the pre clinical studies.
 Drug repurposing
It is a technique in which use of drugs through which the reduction of alphasynucleinpathology
or having anybeneficial effects other processesare implicated in Parkinson's disease. The
following tablewill be giving the information regarding the most promising agents that are being
consideredfor Parkinson's disease treatment or the putative or commonly accepted disease
modifying therapies for Parkinson's disease table is given below
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The other treatments are like
 Targeting non dopaminergic neuro transmitter systems like by using the drugs like
Safinamide having multi modal actions & additionally cholinesterase inhibitors like
rivastigmine& donepezil have been trialled for their ability to reduce falls in PD
 Neurotrophic factors such as glial cell line derived neurotrophic factor [GDNF] have
beneficial effects on dopaminergic neurons in pre clinical models and there has been much
interest in developing neuroprotective therapies based upon neurotropic factors & there is a
GDNF analog i.e., Neurturin has also been trialled in patients with similar results to those
who seen with GDNF namely promising open label trials that have failed to translate to clinical
benefit in larger trials & it has recently been reported in a press release that the agent can be
delivered without major side effects, although it is too early to say whether it has therapeutic
benefits for patients.
3) Regenerative treatments
These treatments aim to restore dopaminergic tone in a more targeted and physiological manner than
can be achieved with current dopaminergic therapies.
 Several of these approaches are now entering clinical trials
 Gene therapies may be used to increase dopamine levels instriatum through introduction of
genes that mediate dopamine synthesis
 2 gene therapies involving genes encoding these enzymes are currently undergoing clinical
trials
 Cell based therapies offer another emerging approach for targeted replacement of dopamine
to treat dopamine dependent aspects of PD




A tricistroniclentivirus vector is also currently undergoing clinical trials & this treatment
consists of genes encoding AADC,TH,GTP cyclohydrolase 1 which catalyses rate limiting
step of tetrahydrobiopterin synthesis – A cofactor required for dopamine & serotonin synthesis
There are somanytype of treatments that are in phase 1 clinical trials

There are some Advances developed in DBS like
 The pedunculopontine nucleus has recently been trialled as a new target for DBS particularly
for gait problems seen in PD
 Initial trials are reported positive impacts on gait & postural instability& more rigorous
subsequent trials were less promising
 More recently, stimulation of substantianigrareticularis has shown promising effects on axial
symptoms in preliminary studies along with stimulation of basal forebrain with subthalamic
nucleus for some of cognitive deficits in PD
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There is a great interest in adaptive DBSi.e., a system in which stimulation delivered to target
is adjusted in response to physiological signals
This type improves clinical response, limits adverse effects and reduces the requirements for
battery charges and the associated cost& further work is required in identifying &hoped that
such technologies will enhance clinical utility of DBS in future
Non invasive DBS techniques involving the use ofexternal devices delivering electric fields to
deep structures would overcome or circumvent need of neurosurgery & it’s associated risks
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